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• Junior health correspondent requires students to produce 
a magazine article to promote sun-safe behaviours to the 
magazine’s readership. 

 The article must contain annotated images of sun-safe 
fashion. 

 Students are not required to make any of the designed items, 
but they could do so if there is time and the teacher wishes 
to develop students’ production skills related to textiles. 

 It is suggested that students produce the article using 
digital tools such as Microsoft’s Word, Publisher or Sway; 
Scoop.it, Joomag or Glossi. 

 Instead of a magazine article, students could use their 
findings to present, for example, a PowerPoint or multi-
media presentation, video, drama production or television 
or magazine advertisement. There is no reason why 
students could not choose their preferred medium.

For each design challenge, students conduct a number of 
investigations to inform their decision-making—for example, 
investigating fabric characteristics and features of clothing 
that are sun-protective, investigating the client’s needs etc.

The core work of each challenge is the same—investigating 
fashion ideas and fabric characteristics that are sun 
protective and designing sun-savvy fashion in accordance 
with the design challenge. 

About the design challenges
There are three design challenges:

• Holiday in the sun

• Dazzling dyes, powerful prints

• Junior health correspondent.

Each design challenge has its own unique 
focus:

• Holiday in the sun requires students to design and 
present fashion illustrations for a sun-savvy outfit 
for an activity associated with a holiday to a sun-
drenched location of their choice. 

 Students are not required to make any of the 
designed items, but they could do so if there is 
time and the teacher wishes to develop students’ 
production skills related to textiles.

• Dazzling dyes, powerful prints requires students to 
design an on-trend, sun-savvy outfit to protect a 
client of their choice from the harsh Australian sun. 

 The outfit must incorporate a garment such as a 
pair of board shorts, kimono, wrap or sarong, the 
fabric for which they must have printed or dyed 
themselves. 

 Students make the printed or dyed garment.

Overview of the Years 9 and 10 
suite of materials

The Years 9 and 10 suite of materials comprises:
• teacher and student resources to develop introductory knowledge about skin cancer and sun safety—these 

materials are generic materials for students in Years 7–12
• three design challenges, each including a design challenge, a checklist for students to keep track of their 

progress (two options) and an assessment guide 
• many fact files and student response (activity) sheets that can be used to support the design challenges, or 

can be used as stand-alone resources to suit a program designed by the teacher.
The materials have been developed to increase students’ understanding of skin cancer and sun safety, and to 
promote their active, positive engagement in sun-protective actions related to clothing, hats and sunglasses.
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http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/DC4_Junior_health_correspondent.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/DC2_Holiday_in_the_sun.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/DC3_Dazzling_dyes_powerful_prints.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/DC4_Junior_health_correspondent.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/DC2_Holiday_in_the_sun.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/DC3_Dazzling_dyes_powerful_prints.pdf
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Each design challenge can stand alone or be 
combined with another challenge for more depth. For 
example, either Holiday in the sun or Dazzling dyes, 
powerful prints could be extended by students also 
writing a magazine article as outlined in Junior health 
correspondent.

All design challenges could easily be adapted for 
students in Years 11 and 12.

What students submit
Holiday in the sun

• Annotated illustration/s of the final fashion design 
solution.

Dazzling dyes, powerful prints

• Annotated illustration/s of the final fashion design 
solutions

• The printed or dyed garment.

Junior health correspondent

• A magazine article.

In order to provide evidence of learning related to the 
achievement standards in the Australian Curriculum 
students are also required to submit responses to 
various tasks related to their process work.

Links to the Australian curriculum
All three design challenges for Years 9 and 10 
students are linked to the Australian Curriculum (as 
at June 2018) and, in particular, to the Design and 
Technologies context: Materials technologies and 
specialisations. The design challenge Junior health 
correspondent also links to the Australian Curriculum 
Health and Physical Education (as at June 2018). As 
such, all three design challenges are suited to the 
school curricula in all Australian states and territories. 

The teacher notes for each design challenge 
identify the content descriptions and aspects of 
the achievement standard that are relevant to that 
challenge, along with a brief overview to show 
the connections between what students do in the 
classroom and the curriculum.

Assessment
Assessment of student work is based on the Years 
9 and 10 achievement standards in the Australian 
Curriculum. 

Assessment guides are included for all three design 
challenges. 

Student work is assessed on evidence of the 
student’s ability to:

Design and Technologies:

• manage a project

• explain:

- how fabric characteristics and fashion design 
features influence design decisions related to 
sun-protective clothing

- how fashion designers consider factors that 
impact on design decisions for sun-savvy 
fashion

• investigate, evaluate and define the needs of a 
client or target market (sometimes the student is 
the client)

• develop design solutions

• communicate a design solution

• produce a printed or dyed garment (Dazzling dyes, 
powerful prints only)

• evaluate their own work.

Health and Physical Education

The design challenge Junior health correspondent 
also links to the Australian Curriculum Health and 
Physical Education. If the design challenge is used in 
this context, students’ responses would be assessed 
on evidence of their ability to:

• investigate.

Overview of the Years 9 and 10 
suite of materials
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http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/DC2_Holiday_in_the_sun.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/DC3_Dazzling_dyes_powerful_prints.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/DC3_Dazzling_dyes_powerful_prints.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/DC4_Junior_health_correspondent.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/DC4_Junior_health_correspondent.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/DC4_Junior_health_correspondent.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/DC4_Junior_health_correspondent.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/DC4_Junior_health_correspondent.pdf
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Some suggested learning experiences
Establishing introductory knowledge about 
skin cancer and sun safety

It is important for students to develop an introductory 
understanding of:

• skin cancer and its links to the sun’s ultraviolet 
(UV) rays

• the key messages for sun safety, especially as 
they pertain to clothing, hats and sunglasses.

Teacher notes 1: Establishing knowledge about skin 
cancer and sun safety describes and provides links 
to teacher and student resources to help develop 
this understanding. The resources include teaching 
ideas and two slide show presentations, as well as 
fact sheets, two three-level guides and other student 
activities. These introductory materials have been 
developed for students in Years 7–12, with teachers 
able to select and/or adapt the resources to suit the 
cohort.

Knowledge and understanding (Technologies 
and society)*

Student response 21: Being a fashion designer 
provides a structure for students to explain the 
factors that fashion designers must take into account 
when designing sun-savvy fashion and how these 
affect the design decisions they make. The resource 
has its own assessment guide that links to the overall 
assessment guide for the design challenge.

Knowledge and understanding (Technologies 
contexts)*

Fabric characteristics that are sun-savvy

The resources to facilitate learning about how 
fabric characteristics influence design include a text 
analysis and a practical investigation. Either approach 
could be used. There are four resources to support 
these two approaches:

• Student response 15: Fabric characteristics and 
UVR protection—A text analysis, which uses the 
technique of text analysis to consider the impact 
of different characteristics on UVR penetration. 

• Fact file H: At a glance—Fabric characteristics 
and UVR protection, which provides the text for 
analysis in the above resource.

• Student response 16: Fabric characteristics and 
UVR protection—A practical investigation, which 
guides students to conduct a practical investigation 
to analyse and evaluate fabric characteristics 
with reference to UVR protection. Hence, it 
helps develop an understanding of how fabric 
characteristics influence design decisions related to 
sun-protective clothing. 

 Students use UV colour-changing beads (available 
from a number of sources—search for ‘UV colour 
changing beads Australia’) in their investigation. 
When exposed to UVR these beads change colour 
almost immediately so students can quickly and 
easily compare the effects of UVR on different 
fabrics.

• Student response 17: Sun-savvy fabrics—An 
analytical response, which provides a framework 
for students to present their findings from either 
the text analysis or the practical investigation. The 
resource has its own assessment guide that links 
to the overall assessment guide for the design 
challenge.

As a result of engaging with either the text analysis 
or the practical investigation, students are able to 
establish criteria for successful sun-protective fabrics 
and integrate these into their final detailed criteria for 
success for the challenge. 

Fashion design features that are sun-savvy

Student response 18: Design features for sun-savvy 
fashion and Fact file I: At a glance—Fashion design 
features for UVR protection guide students to 
investigate, analyse and critically evaluate one of 
the key needs of the client—clothing features that 
protect from ultraviolet radiation (UVR). As a result 
students are able to establish criteria for successful 
sun-protective fashion features, which they can use 
when they develop their detailed criteria for success for 
the challenge. The resource has its own assessment 
guide that links to the overall assessment guide for the 
design challenge.

Knowledge of how printing and dyeing techniques 
influence design (for Design challenge: Dazzling 
dyes, powerful prints)

When choosing their fabrics and printing or dyeing 
designs, students should be encouraged to consider 
the impact of features such as colour and weave on UV 
protection. A class discussion could be held on how the 
different techniques can be used with minimum impact 
on the environment.

Overview of the Years 9 and 10 
suite of materials
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* In accordance with the Australian Curriculum for Design 
and Technologies, students conduct investigations and/
or critical analyses or evaluations in order to develop 
their knowledge and understanding.

http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/TN1_Establishing_knowledge_about_skin_cancer_and_sun_safety.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/TN1_Establishing_knowledge_about_skin_cancer_and_sun_safety.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/SR21_Being_a_fashion_designer.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/SR15_Fabric_characteristics_and_UVR_protection-A_text_analysis.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/SR15_Fabric_characteristics_and_UVR_protection-A_text_analysis.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/FFH_At_a_glance_-_Fabric_characteristics_and_UVR_protection.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/FFH_At_a_glance_-_Fabric_characteristics_and_UVR_protection.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/SR16_Fabric_characteristics_and_UVR_protection-A_practical_investigation.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/SR16_Fabric_characteristics_and_UVR_protection-A_practical_investigation.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/SR17_Sun-savvy_fabrics-An_analytical_response.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/SR17_Sun-savvy_fabrics-An_analytical_response.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/SR18_Design_features_for_sun-savvy_fashion.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/SR18_Design_features_for_sun-savvy_fashion.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/FFI_At_a_glance_-_Fashion_design_features_for_UVR_protection.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/FFI_At_a_glance_-_Fashion_design_features_for_UVR_protection.pdf
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Evaluate your work in terms of:
• how well the outputs met the client or 

target market’s needs

• how well you communicated the design 
solution (your ideas, illustrations)

• the design solution

• the production of the design solution (if 
applicable)

• the processes that you used.

To do this:

Step 1 Refer to your resource Developing 
criteria for success (see Student 
responses 22, 23 or 24 depending 
on your design challenge).

Step 2 Copy the criteria that you 
developed into the table that 
follows.

Step 3 Make statements about how well 
you met the criteria. State the 
positives and how it could have 
been improved.

Step 4 Provide an overall rating for each 
criterion.

The following word bank might help you with your 
statements: 

Client or 
target 
market’s 
needs: 

appropriate, not appropriate, suited 
to purpose (collected all necessary 
information)

Design: creative, flair, eff ective, original, eye-
catching, balanced

Illustrations: eff ective, clear/not clear, detailed, well-
labelled, correct proportions

Production: accurate, skilful, mastery, detail good/
not good, completed, attractive, 
functional, works, usable

Processes:

Investigating: comprehensive, detailed, needed more/
diff erent information, collected all 
necessary information

Generating 
design ideas 
and a design 
solution:

Good experimentation, good critique of 
ideas

Communicating 
(illustrating):

 correct/incorrect tools and equipment 
used, correct/incorrect techniques 
used, good/average/poor execution

Producing:  correct/incorrect tools and equipment 
used, correct/incorrect techniques 
used, good/average/poor execution

Managing:  effi  cient, good/poor time management, 
cooperated, shared, helped, used 
feedback, addressed constraints, 
followed my plan, good/poor 
management of resources

PAGE 66
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Project management planning

Student response 14: Project management plan B 
provides a framework for developing and implementing 
a project management plan. It is suggested that this 
plan is reviewed or assessed by the teacher before 
implementation to ensure it will work.

Investigating, evaluating and defining the  
needs of a client or target market

Student response 19: The needs of my client or 
target market provides structure and prompts for 
investigating, evaluating and defining the client or 
target market’s needs.

Student response 20: Image Board guides students 
to capture the client or target market’s needs, 
fashion preferences, style and personality on boards 
that serves as inspiration for the students’ designs. 
The students can create their boards digitally or by 
displaying photographs, illustrations, pictures from 
magazines or the internet, colour swatches, texture 
samples, fabric samples, words etc. on physical 
boards. Students can see many, many examples of 
such boards by doing a web search for ‘mood boards’ 
or ‘mood boards fashion’.

Evaluating

Developing criteria for success

Three resources are provided, one for each challenge:

• Student response 22: Holiday in the sun—
Developing criteria for success 

• Student response 23: Dazzling dyes, powerful 
prints—Developing criteria for success

• Student response 24: Junior health 
correspondent—Developing criteria for success.

These resources guide students through a process for 
developing detailed criteria for success.

Evaluating using criteria for success

Students should use their detailed criteria for success 
to evaluate their design solutions, the communication of 
their design solutions, the processes that they used and, 
where appropriate, the product. For example they could:

• rate the response to each criterion and explain 
their ratings

• do a PMI (Positive, Minus, Interesting) assessment 
for the response to each criterion.

• use Student response 28: An evaluation of my 
work, which provides a structure for students to 
evaluate their work by identifying the positives 
and how their work could have been improved for 
each criterion.

Overview of the Years 9 and 10 
suite of materials
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Holiday in the sun—
Developing criteria for success
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1.  Meeting the requirements of the design challenge
Examine the design challenge (reproduced below) to identify criteria for success. 
Record your responses in the table that follows:

Design challenge
Your challenge is to design a sun-savvy outfit that promotes stylish sun safety. The outfit is to be for one of your 
activities when on holiday—exploring the beach, going on a picnic, going to a pool or beach party, relaxing aft er a 
swim, sightseeing etc. You do not need to make the outfit. 

Prompts Criteria for success
What is the major criterion for the design of the outfit? 

For which activity did you choose to design the outfit? Suitable for:

2.  Meeting your client’s needs
Prompts Criteria for success (maximum 4)
Refer to Student response 19: The needs of my client or target 
market and/or Student response 20: Image Board to identify 
criteria for success in meeting the client’s needs.

In order of importance, list the top three or four features of the 
intended design that are ‘very important’ to your client.

•

•

•

•

3.  Your illustrations/drawings     
Prompts  Criteria for success for the quality of illustrations (maximum 3)
What are indicators of high-quality illustrations? Useful words: detailed, 
accurate, correct terminology, well labelled, correct proportions.

•

• 

•  
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The needs of my client or 
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Ideas for questions to find out the needs of 
your client or target market

• At what kinds of activities will the outfit 
be worn? 

• What kind of garments does the client 
enjoy wearing e.g., shorts, long pants, 
tops, skirt, dress?

• If they wear skirts or shorts/pants, check 
which sun-savvy styles they like (they 
should be long to be sun smart)

• For tops and dresses, what sun-savvy 
styles do they like to cover the neck and 
shoulders e.g. collars (which type), wraps, 
sleeves? You might like to show the client 
some illustrations of various options to 
help them with their decision-making.

• What fit do they prefer?

• Preferred colours—off er only sun-smart 
colours

• Preferred hat—off er only sun-smart 
styles

• Preferred impact e.g. bold, subtle, pretty, 
colourful, funky, conservative

• Plain or patterned fabrics? Type of 
patterns?

• Any personal features that they would 
like to accentuate or minimise?

You are to investigate, evaluate and define the 
needs of your client or target market (the client 
could be you). Follow the steps below and enter 
your response in the table that follows or you may 
construct your own table.

Step 1 Identify your client and/or target 
market—for example, Year 8 girls, child-
care centre, beach volleyball team, Year 6 
students, family member, friend, council 
gardeners, or it could be you.

Step 2 Develop a schedule of questions of 
what you need to find out in order to 
design sun-savvy fashion for your client/
target market. Some ideas for questions 
are provided in the text box Ideas for 
questions to find out the needs of your 
client or target market. 

Step 3 Collect your responses by whatever 
means is most appropriate—for example, 
interview or survey of a sample of the 
clients, or analyse magazines that appeal 
to  and show the client/target market—
and enter the responses into your 
schedule.

Step 4 Find out how important each feature is 
to your client/target market e.g. Very 
important, Important, Somewhat or not 
important.

PAGE 46
Project Management Plan B (Years 9/12)
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Project activities and target dates:
Make a table of your project activities and target dates by completing the table on page 2.

The following list provides prompts for the steps that you might be undertaking (not all steps apply to all 
design challenges so choose only the relevant ones—see also your checklist for relevant steps):

• Develop a plan

• Investigate and evaluate fashion deign features for 
UVR protection

• Investigate and evaluate fabric characteristics for 
UVR protection

• Explain how fashion designers consider factors that 
impact on design

• Investigate, evaluate and define the client’s needs

• Create an image board to reflect your client’s needs

• Develop criteria to judge your work

• Generate design ideas

• Draw illustrations of the final design solution

• Produce ……

• Evaluate your work

©2018 · Project funded by the Queensland Department of Health1/3

Title
What is you r project called?

Background/Context
Briefly explain the background and/or context of the project, e.g., the 
rates of skin cancer, who is at risk and strategies to be sun safe.

Objective/aim
State the purpose of the project. Start your statement/s with the 
word ‘To’, e.g., To promote … To design … To persuade …

To ...

Output(s)
What will you produce or design? 

Resources
List the resources that will be required, e.g., money, materials, tools, 
equipment, time, internet etc.

Who else will be involved
List other people who will be involved in the project and what they 
have to do.

Constraints
List any constraints, e.g., number of weeks/lessons to complete the 
project, date to be completed, budget, skills.

PAGE 32

http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/SR14_Project_Management_Plan_B_(Years_9-12).pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/SR19_The_needs_of_my_client_or_target_market.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/SR19_The_needs_of_my_client_or_target_market.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/SR20_Image_Board.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/SR22_Holiday_in_the_sun-Developing_criteria_for_success.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/SR22_Holiday_in_the_sun-Developing_criteria_for_success.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/SR23_Dazzling_dyes_powerful_prints-Developing_criteria_for_success.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/SR23_Dazzling_dyes_powerful_prints-Developing_criteria_for_success.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/SR24_Junior_health_correspondent-Developing_criteria_for_success.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/SR24_Junior_health_correspondent-Developing_criteria_for_success.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/SR28_An_evaluation_of_my_work.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/SR28_An_evaluation_of_my_work.pdf
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Generating design ideas

Brainstorming factors to consider when designing 
sun-safe clothing

Student response 25: Developing fashion design 
ideas: A lotus diagram guides students to brainstorm 
ideas that might be suitable for their fashion designs 
and to shortlist those ideas in a structured way on a 
single page.

Refining ideas

Consider strategies to help students think how they 
could improve their designs, think outside the square, 
or come up with something different. For example:

• The BAR strategy

In this very simple strategy, students:

- Make something in the design  
Bigger

- Add something

- Remove something.

• The SCAMPER strategy

This is a more extensive form of the BAR strategy. 
In the SCAMPER strategy, students:

- Substitute something (e.g., a design feature, 
colour)

- Combine ideas (e.g., from different illustrations 
they have seen)

- Adapt the design (e.g., to make it suitable for a 
different age group or to their activity)

- Modify the design (e.g., to better fulfil the 
clients’ needs; e.g., bigger collar, longer length)

- Put something on it (e.g., a pocket)

- Eliminate something

- Reverse a design feature.

Communicating and justifying the final 
design solution

Drawing the final fashion designs

See Student response 26: Finalising and 
communicating fashion design solutions and Fact file 
J: Fashion templates

It is suggested that students draw their final fashion 
designs on to figures. These can be hand-drawn or 
created digitally. Students could:

• draw their designs freehand

• use the fashion templates provided—if using the 
templates, typically a better result is achieved if 
students draw the garments on the template first 
and then trace the final presentation so that the 
figure underneath the clothing is not shown.

Annotating the illustrations

Students should photocopy or scan their illustrations 
for future use in other parts of their folios, and then 
annotate either the original or copied versions. 
The annotations should describe and justify design 
decisions, for example:

• the key features (fashion design features, fabric 
characteristics, colour etc.) that meet the client 
needs and the design challenge

• the activity for which the fashion is intended and 
the extent to which the fashion design features 
are suitable for that activity

• how accessories, which should be included, 
complement the sun-safe outfit.

Producing

For Dazzling dyes, powerful prints Fact file L: Easy-
to-make kimono provides instructions for making a 
kimono in just a few easy steps.

 

Overview of the Years 9 and 10 
suite of materials
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http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/SR25_Developing_fashion_design_ideas_A_lotus_diagram.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/SR25_Developing_fashion_design_ideas_A_lotus_diagram.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/SR26_Finalising_and_communicating_fashion_design_solutions.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/SR26_Finalising_and_communicating_fashion_design_solutions.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/FFJ_Fashion_templates.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/FFL_Easy-to-make_Kimono.pdf
http://www.fashionforthesun.com.au/WORK_FILES/FFL_Easy-to-make_Kimono.pdf

